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Abstract

THE EVOLUTION OF THE LITERARY FISH

by
Sharon R. Wachter

Fish symbolism, which is ·mythologically linked with
fertility gods in many instances, changes with man's
changing concept of himself and his relationship to the
universe.

Christians, who perceive their God as asexual,

have divided fish symbolism into two mutually exclusive
categories:

religious symbolism, which deals solely with

things divine, and secular symbolism, which deals solely with
things sexual.

This division survives until well into the

twentieth century.

An examination of various poets from the

last hundred years shows a trend to focus on images
traditionally associated with God in order to show divine
and religious failure in dealing with the world ecologically
and socially.

Though sexual fish imagery exists, it tends

in interpretive poetry to have translated itself into general
social relations.

Fish imagery as i t now exists is an amal-

gamation of all previous forms.

It is most frequetnly used

to promote ecological balance and social justice in the
interests of a united world.

. .;
.

"

'

The Evolution of the Literary Fish
For

symbo~ic

meaning to change, either the symbolic

object mus_t accrue a significant new association, or man's
emotional and intellectual perception of the past must
radically change.

In either case, the process is slow.

This is the history of an evolving symbol.

Fish symbolism

has, in the last century, undergone a striking
metamorphosis, from a symbol whose meanings paralleled the
two trees in the Garden of Eden--Life, or God, and Knowledge
~f

Goo~ _ a~d

Evil, or Sin--to a symbol whose primary meaning

is human accountability.
into three sections.

This discussion will be divided

The first two sections will be devoted

to a discussion of mythological and christian fish
symbolism, in that order.

The third section will be an

analysis of selected poems from the last century that use
'

.

fish symbolism.

Then, using the analyzed poems as a basis,

we will determine what fish symbolize today.
Mythologically Speaking
In · folklore and mythology, fish are powerful creatures
indeed ~

They hold a significant place in many major

mythologies.

The ancient

Syri~ns

held fish sacred and

believed if they ate one they would "break out in ulcers,
and their feet and stomach [sic] would swell up"(Frazer

1

2

548).

Several mythologies maintain that a fish helps

, ·, t

~ip~ort

the wbrld .
.

.

i

·

Signific~ntly,

regeneration.

,,

many mythologies link fish and

Maria Leach states in the Standard

Dictionary of Folklore, Mythology and Legend's entry "fish"
t hat Car i b he a .n i s 1 and er s be 1 i eve d t ha t " fish a re a 1 way s
.

.

young, · and that men who ' [five] on fish never [grow] old."
Frazer repo'rts in The Golden "Bough that several North
American · In<l'ian tribes held "whatever fish was most
serviceable to them as their gods."

He goes on to say that

the Kwakiutl Indians, while not revering fish as gods
exactly, believed that they had immortal souls, and that the
Hu~ons

had men who would preach to the fish to convince them

to ' "coine ·· and be caught"(Frazer 611). Leach adds that Ottowa
Indian~

''believed that the souls 6f the dead entered

fishes"(Standard Dictionary "fish").
On the other side of the world, the Chinese had a
version

ot - Ci~derella

replaced by a fish.

in which the fairy godmother is
In Greenland eating certain fish is

said to have made women and even men pregnant (Standard
Dictionary "fish").
Classical mythology also accords fish a significant
spot·.

According to Gertrude Jobes, Apollo is sometimes
She goes on to say that dolphins

represented as 'a dolphin.

are :"universally a form of the Sea God," and "bearers of the
sou 1 s ;o f · the d e p·a r t e d t o

t

he I s 1 an d o f the B1 es s e d "

(Dictionar'y of Mythology, Folklore and Symbols "dolphin").
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Charles Seltman, in The Twelve Olympians, asserts that
Poseidon--the Greek god of the sea and sea life--is actually
a predecessor to Zeus.

From being primarily a land god--

implied by his being drawn through the sea by two foam
horses, and by his designation as the Earth-shaker--he
gradually lost his primacy
with the · sea.

and became identified solely

During the Roman era, he further lost ground

as a god and became, in Seltman's words, a "figure of fun"
as Father Neptune with his mermaids(Seltman 138-147).
Poseidon's transformation from primary god to a source
of humor possibly explains why fish have come to symbolize
both supreme power and human--particularly sexual-weaknesses.
sea and fish.

Poseidon as a god became associated with the
Poseidon as a subject of ridicule would

naturally accrue some o.f comedy's associations, the most
striking of which was .the phallus.

Comic actors wore aprons

which terminated in greatly exaggerated phalluses.

Jean

Seznec points out in The Survival of the Pagan Gods that
this association continued well into medieval times.
Thalia, the muse of comedy, is assigned the phallus in
medieval drawings linking parts of the body with various
classical

influence~

(140-142). Poseidon, as the original

father-god, and Neptune, the seducer of sea nymphs, are both
·fertility gods. - Public attitudes toward sexuality in the
cultures that produced the two are quite different, however.
When Posiedon and Demeter copulate to produce life, it is a

4

sacred act.

When Neptune fools around with the mermaids, it

is ridiculous.

In this shift, we see the seeds of the

later, more characteristically christian division between
man's higher nature and his lower nature.
._;-

Religiously Speaking

This paper would probably never have been written if
christianity had a fertility god, and consequently looked
with approbation on sexuality.

As the

popu~arity

of

convents, abbeys, and monasteries show, however, christian
tradition has not looked with approbation upon sexuality.
This attitude is revealed in judeo-christian literature.
The regenerative powers of fish are almost entirely lost.
Fish no · longer represent a fertility god, but a God who is

we

find few if any sexual fish

references in scriptures.

Most references in the Old

asexual.

Accordingly,

Testament serve to underscore God's power.
dominion over the fish, birds, and animals.

Man is given
When God turns

the water to blood in Egypt in an attempt to free Israel,
all the fish in the rivers die.

When they tire of manna,

one of the things that they remember fondly is "the fish ••
• [we] ate in Egypt for nothing"(Num. 11:5).

Later, the Jews

are forbidden to make any image for worshipping, including
the ''likeness of any fish that is in the water under the
earth"(Deut. 4:18). Jonah is swallowed by a whale, and the
Philistines, long-time nemeses to Israel, worship Dagon, a
fish-god.

According to Gertrude Jobes, Job's leviathan was

5

a "great fish that bears the foundation of the earth, and at
the end of the world the Messiah will catch it and divide it
•

•

• among the faithful as food"(Dictionary of Mythology,

Folklore, and Symbols "leviathan").
The New Testament, of course, fairly teems with fish
references.

A substantial number of the disciples are

fishermen, whom Jesus promises to make fishers of men.
Peter finds his tax money in the mouth of a fish.

Wnen the

disciples fish fruitlessly all night, Jesus performs a
.

,

miracle and fills their net with fish.

The last recorded

meal that Jesus shares with his disciples is roasted fish.
Later church writings recount the tale of St. Anthony
preaching to

fish, who stuck their heads out of the water

in order to listen.

The Handy Book of Literary Curiosities

recounts that Henry Erskine, on having an acquaintance
relate the legend to him after hearing it at church,
replied, "I can credit the miracle, if your lordship was at
church."
" I wa s c e r t a i n 1 y t he re , '' s a i d t h e p e e r •

"Then," replied Erskine, there was at least one fish
out of water"(Handy Book of Literary Curiosities, "fish out
of water").
St. Brendan, a sixth-century monk, made frequent
missionary voyages.

During one voyage he kept a diary,

where he records seeing spouting whales.

The great detail

which he gives has persuaded most researchers that St.
Brendan actua)ly saw spouting whales, even though much of
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his diary is apricryphal material that was added later.

For

instance, one st~iy teiis 6f St. Brendan and his men coming
upon a treeless island, anchoring their boat, and going
• •

·1

.

.-

'

They bu i 1 d · a .f. i 'r e and pre pa re to c o o k a me a 1 •

ashore •

, "t

their pot begins ..~o

..

~ ~oil,

As

the sailors feel the ground begin

to move, whereupon they rush back to the boat.

From their

,'

curragh, they -watch as ' the "island" resolves itself into the
back of a whale, presumably awakened by the fire on its
back.

The whale

s~ims

off, with the fire still burning

(Dolphins 58).
. •.

'

If the sexual side of fish imagery was ignored in
J

religion, it

., ;

. ;

wa~ : thriving

,.

·.

in secular life.

The medieval

version of the modern fly front on pants was called the
codpiece, ,_and was . frequently exceedingly ornate.

Both

Chaucer . and Shakespeare make numerous references to fish,
generally

~sing

the term as a colloquialism referring to

either man .?r sexual exploits.

For instance, Caliban in The

Tempest is bestially intent on satisfying his sexual desires
with Miranda throughout much of the play.

Significantly,

his traditional costume includes fish scales.

That this was

common usage is attested to by a rhyme quoted in The
Annotated ~other Goose.

The rhyme was included in Tomm1

Thumb's Pretty Song Book, published in 1744, and read as
follows:
When I was a little boy,
I wash'd my
Mother's Dishes.

7
I put my finger in my
Ear, and pull'd out
· - Li t t 1 e fish e s •
·.

My Mother call'd me

~ •.

Good boy,
And bid me pull out more,
I put my Finger
In my Ear,
And pull'd out fourscore.
The foo.tnote attached to .the poem reads, in part:
According to the English chronicler John
Aubrey (1627-97), the first verse of this nursery
rhyme was originally "an old filthy Rhythme
used by base people":
When I was a young Maid, and
wash't my Mother's dishes,
I putt my finger in my ---- and
pluck't-out little Fishes.
(The Annotated Mother Goose 29,31)
The very secular fish of the above poem is probably
closer to Chaucer and Shakespeare's typical use of fish than
the religious fish who stick their heads out of the water to
listen to Saint Anthony's sermon.

Both sides of the fish

symbol are preserved in christian culture, but they are
divided, since christianity has no overtly sexual god to
give sanction to human sexuality.
This division is challenged in the Victorian era in
Matthew Arnold's poem "The Forsaken Merman."

The hero of

the poem, the merman, mourns the mother of his children, who
has returned to "real life" ashore, abandoning her family
under the sea.

The merman in this poem is less an object of

distaste than of pity and respect.

The reader himself

8

wondering why the merman's lady love, Margaret, would give
· all that up just to follow duty.
permi~

While Arnold does not

his heroine to abandon duty for love, he does raise

questions about the relative merits of each.

One is left

feeling that possibly Margaret, in denying herself, her
children, and the merman for her duty to society, has failed
in her larger duty.
Margaret's inner conflict between duty and sensuality
is typical of the dichotomies presented by traditional
Christianity, and typical of much modern fish poetry.

In

Christianity, one is good or wicked, right or wrong, saved
or damned-.

God is resp on s i b 1 e for good , r i g ht , and

salvation;
Satan is responsible for wickedness, wrong, and
..,.
damnation.

Fish symbolism, divided as it is between

representing divinity or man at his basest, is uniquely
suited to express the dividedness that permeates christian
culture, and especially Victorian culture.
"The Forsaken Merman" marks the beginning of modern
fish symbolism.

Until this poem, secular fish are rarely

more than comic relief, or naturalistic detail.

In Arnold's

poem, however, they become a means of critiquing society.
Of course, this is characteristic of much literature
produced during the nineteenth century.
The reasons for this shift lie in a combination of
factors.

First, and probably most important, is the

juxtaposition of the Romantic era and the Industrial
Revolution.

On the one hand, the Romantic era extolled the

9

virtues . of the common man.

It granted him dignity,

equality, and innate nobility.

The Industrial Revolution,

on the other hand, denied all of these claims by refusing
the laborer even the . most elementary rights.

Of probably

equal importance to modern fish symbolism were evolutionary
theory and World War I.

Both events did much to destroy

what was left of the traditional all powerful, benificent,
christian deity.

Darwinism raised serious questions about

God's involvement in the world; World War I gave
resoundingly negative answers.
They also changed man's perception of himself as a
unique being above and apart from the animal kingdom.

If

-- 1~

one has evolved from another, lower species, one might
logically have retained some

the less admirable

characteristics of that species.

The great loss of life in

World War I not only bore out the idea that man still had a
great many animalistic tendencies, but also cheapened the
value of human life.

Religious weakening, loss of faith in

a benevolent God, and loss of faith in humanity are all
recorded in contemporary fish symbolism.
· In the following section, · we will look at the ways that
fish are symbolically employed in eight different poems by
seven different authors, and identify traditional and
innovative uses for the image.
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Literarily Speaking:

Analysis

.,. · .

A World Without God
Appropriately, considering its long association with
religion, one . of the most prevalent themes in fish poetry is
. ,,

'

.

'.:

. "· . : . .

~

;,

..

.. . ;

. .. .

...

religious weakening • . Though alm9st every poem analyzed · in
. ...

this

with this to some degree, it is especially

pape~ ~ deals

evident in the four poems given below:

"He~~ven" (Brooke),

"Dead Marine" (Coxe), "Lament for a Dead Sailor" (Dehn), and
"The Quaker Graveyard in Nantucket" (Lowell).

(All poems

analyzed in this paper " are given in their entirety in
Appendix A.)

Combined with the main themes of religious

weakening and loss of faith in God, we find a secondary
· ,;

theme: · loss

~f

faith in humanity.

Rupert - Brooke was the . first of the modern writers to
use fish symbolism to overtly challenge religion.

At first

reading, his - poem "Heaven" seems like nothing more than a
witty bit of fluff.
sobering.

~rooke

As a religious document, however, it is

portrays a group of materially comfortable

fish who, for lack of anything else to do, create a god for
themselves, in their own image.

To do this, he makes

frequent biblical allusions, finally parodying Revelation
21:1 in the last two lines of the poem:
And in that Heaven of all their wish
There shall be no more land, say fish.
The comparison between the fish in the poem and humanity is

. 11

inescapable.

Brooke tempts his readers to draw the

conclusion that man, like the fish, has created his own god,
by describing the fishes'

god:

And ... t:- here . (they [ fish] trust) there s wi mm et h 0 n e
Who swam ere rivers were begun,
-Immense, of fishy form and mind,
Squamous, omnipotent, and kind:
And under that Almighty Fin
The littlest fish may enter in.
The fish god is eternal, omnipotent, benevolent, and selfperpetuating.
~ubjects.

Like God, he physically resembles His

Also like God, He is especially merciful to the

weak and small.

The similarities between the two Gods make

"Heaven" a parody of christianity.
If, as Brooke playfully postulates in "Heaven", man has
.·;

created his own god, how heavily can that god be relied
upon?

The logical conclusion, of course, is that man's god _

can be relied upon no more than man himself.

Given the

social outrages of the Industrial Revolution and the horrors
of World War I, man is not terribly reliable.

Brooke, like

John Rump, figuratively stands in heaven and declaims:

"You long-haired aesthetes, get you out of heaven!
. . • I, an English Gentleman,
Do n-0t believe in you and all your gushing.

And, also like John Rump, his words have the effect of
dissolving God and heaven until only he remains, the English
Gentleman.
" H e a v e n '.' ,

b y q u e s t i o n i n g t r a d i t i o n a 1 c on c e p t s a b o u t

Go d

12

and religion, questions man's place in the world.

The fish

in the poem create an entire theology out of boredom.
the theology is false never

occ~rs

to them;

That

that the

theology is true never occurs to the reader.

The fish

establish their right to the world by creating an afterlife,
a deity, and a heaven all custom-tailored to fish.
Christians also have an aftertife, a deity, and a heaven
designed especially to suit them.
of the fishes'

If we deny the rightness

theology, which parallels our own, we in a

sense deny the rightness of our conceptions of God and
heaven.

By forcing this comparison, Brooke forces man to

see himself as not God's special project, but as one of a
multitude of causeless, destinationless protoplasms.
such, he is important to no one but himself.

As

He is

devalued.
Louis O. Coxe, a lieutenant in the United States Naval
Reserve, expresses man's devaluation even .more clearly in
his poem "Dead Marine."

While Brooke retains a god--however

ridiculous--Coxe makes no mention of any god at all.

This

would not be particularly remarkable, except for the subject
matter of the poem, a marine facing eternity.

The poem

begins with an observation:
This is the death by water.
This is dying
Bloat and fishbelly white a thing that slips
And slobbers on the groundswell.
Denying
This to survival is the final lying
Before
witnesses.
This is the end of men and ships •
.
To die and turn to earth, to rot in the ground,
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Is s~rait and comely. Slack on .the tide's withdrawing
Plumped naked offal stinks along the wind
When the rolled wash shudders, facing down
·· Where aeons in the coral eke their slender growing.
.

:

.

.

'

in all its sordidness is the end.

_ For . Coxe, ~ death
·.

::

~

•.

"This is . the . end of men and ships."

There is no afterlife.

The first two lines . of the ., last stanza contain a sort of
·.'

resurrection:
Wheri do the drowned break surface: Nine days, ten
Before that white slob is a dead Marine?
This iesur~ection, howevei~ ·· ieads not to everlasting life or
damnation, but to embar~assment."

The marine becomes a nasty

reminder that death is not . particularly noble and definitely
n~t r~m~ntic.

It i~ not even hum~n.

~ : Th~ nex~ th~ee lines give Coxe's version of the

judgement:
' \

Question the civil proctors who convene
A parchment anger. This thing turns again
For .good to sound the coral at the hearts of men.
The marine is beyond judgement; he has in fact become
the judge of other men.

His inhumanity condemns the "civil

proctors," who inflict death on others, and then escape
themselves.

Like Christ, the marine through his death
'

becomes eligible to judge men's hearts.
.

he

..

'

:

find~

Also like Christ,

.

·them . rock hard.
.

'

Unlike Christ, who is able to
.

replace a stone heart with a flesh heart, the marine is only
(

able to judge; he cannot reform or save •
.

. ,.
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In "Dead Marine" life, death, and judgement all occur
in the world.

What we see is what we get; there is no

afterlife, no god, and no nobility.
we are dead,

un~ess

enemies first.

We are alive, and then

we are lucky and manage to kill our

The law of evolution, survival of the

fittest, has come into full effect.

Man has finally

succumbed to his bestial instincts.
This theme is developed through the use of two sets of
imagery, both connected with the dead marine.

First, we

have the physical
description of the marine, which likens
...
;

.

him to a dead fish bobbing on the seashore:

"dying bloat

and fishbelly white a thing that slips and slobbers on the
groundswell," "plumped naked offal," and "white slob."
:·

. : .: :3 . :·

Never is he referred to as a person; we have no hint of his
personality or his life.

We cannot even be certain of his

way of dying,
. { although
someone in the course of the poem is
.
·.
.
.
.

shot down.

The second group of imagery occurs exclusively

in the third verse, where Coxe relates a pilot's experience:
I lobbed my
This I have
Muster that
And make an
A burnt-out

hate in tracers at a pip-hated, say, This I yearned dead.
all out with a discharge chit
end.
Peace is the end of it,
tracer unimical and dud.

He fights not another person, or even an enemy.
hates, and attacks, a pip, . an electronic impulse.

He

His hate

even transforms itself from an emotion into tracer bullets.
The battle is not between men, but between pips and tracers.
Coxe shows man's dehumanization in three ways.

First,
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we have the theme of the poem, that coral-hearted men will
willingly place other men into a position where they must
kill or be killed. Second, we have Coxe's version of aerial
warfare~

where the real enemy is not another person, but a

pip, to be destroyed not by a person, but by a tracer.
Third, we have the comparison between the dead body of the
marine and a dead fish, which . strips death of all dignity.
Man is nothing more than .a decaying part of nature.
"Dead Marine" uses fish imagery in connection with
traditional themes.

However, Coxe has so inverted and

distorted conventional christian theory that those themes
have become almost unrecognizable.

Coxe replaces God with

the coral-hearted civil proctors, and humanity with the
dead-fish marine and the pips and tracers.
Paul Dehn, a major in the British army's Intelligence
Corps, also deals with a death at sea, but he does so from a
far less naturalistic point of view.

Like Coxe, he uses

fish metaphorically to represent man.

Unlike Coxe, who sees

the dehumanizing aspects of war as a step down the
evolutionary ladder, Dehn sees man and fish as two related
parts of nature, parts of a harmonious whole.

Where Coxe

draws a picture of rather gelatinous death--"dying bloat and
f ishbelly white"--Dehn presents sea burial as a return to a

natural environment.

Coxe feels that "To die and turn to

earth, to rot in the ground,/ Is strait and comely."
distaste for a watery death is obvious.

His

Dehn, on the other
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hand, has no such distaste.

He figuratively accompanies his

friend down to the sea - bottom through the use of marine
imagery.
Here, where the night is clear as sea water
And stones are white and the sticks are spars,
Swims on a windless, mackerel tide
The dolphin moon in a shoal of stars.
Here, in the limbo, where moths are spinners
And clouds like hulls drift overhead,
Move we must for our colder comfort,
I the living and you the dead.
Emphasis is on the similarities between the living and
the dead.

Sea and air are similar; the sea contains genuine

fish and ships, the air figurative ones.

Only in the final

stanza do we become fully aware that the speaker has not
actually donned diving gear and accompanied his friend to
the sea floor.

The last· two lines of the poem show the

ultimate fitness of the sailor's resting place.
fat-knuckled,

"I am the

noisy diver/ But you are the quietest fish in
''

the sea."

For Deh, the living diver is an anachronism, out

of place, while the dead rest in the sea as naturally as
fish do.
If Coxe's poem embodies the negative aspects of
naturalism, then Dehn's poem embodies the positive aspects
of naturalism, if such a thing is possible.

If life

originally came from the sea, what could be more natural
than returning the dead to the sea, the source of life?
Death becomes nothing more than a prelude to yet another,
more elemental, life.
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In the world of "Lament for a Dead Sailor," the cycle
of life and death · is self-contained.
need--for God to interfere.

There is no room--or

Nature is an integrated whole,

composed of both men and fish,

who may at any time replace

each other or even other elements of the universe--for
example, the "dolphin moon."

Man is not divinely set apart,

but is rather part of an organic whole.

Such a view owes

far more to evolutionary theory than it does to
Christianity.

Fish, while still symbolizing man, now link

him more closely to the sea than to God.

The world of the

mourner is a mirror image of the world under the sea, with
"boats," "spars," "spinners," and "dolphin" overhead.

The

sea, rather than God, becomes the source of life not only
for the dead . sailor, but _for the living "diver".
"Dead Marine" . and "Lament for a Dead Sailor" come to
terms with death in a strikingly modern way.

While previous

generations take comfort in the belief that the good dead
are with God and wicked dead get their just reward, neither
Coxe nor Dehn even mention such a possibility.

For Coxe, a

meditation on death brings only a feeling of futility; for
Dehn, such a meditation results in a feeling of oneness with
nature.

God as a source of good no longer exists.

Both

poems deal solely with the physical world and find their
solace or despair there.

On the one hand, despair comes

from a percieved loss of human superiority to nature; on the
other, from a recognition of man's part in the life cycle.
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One must, of course, ask one's self how typical the two
poems cited are of human experience.

An explication of two

poems is certainly not conclusive evidence that a
·:

. : :: .

significant number of men shared these feelings when faced
with death at sea in wartime. In order to determine just how
closely the poems mirror actual experience, I asked Captain
'

,·

Hugh Winters, commander of a ·naval air squadron and author
of Ski2per, an account of his squadron's experiences during
~·

'

World War II, to comment on three poems, all written by
soldiers on active duty.
..

The three poems were "Dead

Marine," "Lament for a Dead Sailor," and "A Drifter off
Tarentum"(not included in this paper).

His response

eloquently affirms the universality of the emotions the
poems express:
,.

~· "They

are horribly beautiful, and their beauty
tears at one who has been through these
experiences and by · the flip of a coin survives.
To be truthful • • • I could not dwell long on
these vignettes of . combat and live on with any
degree of happiness • • • I hesitate to send them
to . the men in my old -squadron, whom I have almost
come to consider "my boys''(personal letter,
.Jan. 11, 1987).

The vignettes that Captain Winters prefers to remember
are recounted in his book.

The nature of these experiences

is enough to convince even the most confirmed skeptic of his
reliability as a witness.

His response to the poems

confirms the reality of the emotions that the two poets
express.
Basically, both poets feel that man is, for better or
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.

.

.

worse, on his 6wn in matters of life and death.

Neither

gives the theory of Supreme Being much credibility, although
neither directly attacks the idea of God.

Rupert Brooke,

writing earlier '. than either Coxe or Dehn, might seem to
attack God more vigorously than the other two, but he at
least . acknowledges that some people believe in Him.
publicist knows,

~nimosity

As any

is better than indifference,

because a negative reaction affirms one's existence, if only
in a back-handed way.

By attacking God, Brooke

paradoxically defends Him.

Coxe and Dehn, by simply not

mentioning -Him at all, deny his existence more effectively.
"Heaven," "Dead Marine," and "Lament for a Dead Sailor" all
reveal a _sense of separation from either God or the
perceived source of

life~

Perhaps the one poem that sums

this up most powerfully, however, is "The Quaker Graveyard
in Nantucket," by Robert
Lowell.
..
'

In the poem, written for Lowell's cousin Warren
Winslow--who was lost at sea--Lowell uses a maze of death
imagery,

a~l

~~lminating

in an image of dead religion, the

shrinking Lady of Walsingham.

Incorporated into the poem

are references to Moby _Dick, to Jonah, to a shipwreck that

-

Thoreau saw . and wrote
about in. Cape Cod, to whaling, and to
.
.
religion.

Through the plethora of images, one main picture

emerges--the picture of a world that will be destroyed by
the sea--which is itself dying as a result of man's
depredations--because of corrupted religion.
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When the whale's viscera go and the roll
Of its corruption overruns . this world
Beyond tree-swept Nantucket and Woods Hole
And Martha's Vineyard, Sailor, will your sword
Whistle and fall and sink into the fat?
In the great ash-pit of Jehoshaphat
The bones cry for the blood of the white whale,
· The fat flukes arch - and whack about its ears,
The death-lance churns into the sanctuary • • •
The reader is led

ultima~ely

to the conclusion that the

sea, . the source of life in the poem and in evolutionary
theory, is itself God, and is dying.

With the sea's--or

God's--death, civilization will end, having been overrun
with the decaying flesh of butchered whales, who become
symbolic of the prophets, sent to lead men to God.

In this

poem, dying religion has no power to restrain man's natural
predatory impulses.

The death of religion leads, therefore,

to the death of the world.

The two are cause and effect.

"The Quaker Graveyard in Nantucket" has definite
religious overtones that are developed through whaling
imagery.

However,

the fish--or whale--involved cannot be

directly linked with either God or man.

If one wishes to

maintain the religious imagery that is consistent with the
rest of the poem, the whale becomes a prophet, sent from the
depths of the sea to lead men . back to truth, or unity with
nature. · Man responds by slaughtering the whales,
symbolizing his general propensity for exploitation of,
rather than harmony with, nature.

This is the "dead

religion," the fatal act that leads to the death of the sea
and land.
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Looked at in this light, religion becomes nothing more
than living in harmony with nature.

The poem actually deals

primarily with ecological faithfulness rather than religious
faithfulness.

Under all the symbolism and religious

references, "The Quaker Graveyard in Nantucket" has a very
scientific, Darwinian theme:

.Man cannot continue to upset

the ecological balance and expect to avoid the consequences.
God, symbolized by the Quakers and the Lady of Walsingham,
id dying and can no longer be relied upon to either save or
restrain man.
Responsibility
Man's responsibility for the world's condition is taken
.'

up by a group of authors who, while still using religious
imagery, are primarily ccincerned with man's interaction with ·
the environment and society:

Bishop ("At the Fishhouses''),

Lowell ("For the Union Dead"), and Mitsuharu ("Sharks").
'

"The Quaker Graveyard in Nantucket" could easily have been
included in this group, since one of the main themes Lowell
develops in it is environmental responsibility.

Indeed,

this theme is developed--although in subtler terms--by
Elizabeth Bishop in "At the Fishhouses."
is linked with nature.

Again, religion

The speaker builds a tenuous

relationship with a seal, who was-- •.
"like me a believer in total immersion,
so I used to sing him Baptist hymns.
I also sang "A Mighty Fortress is Our God."
He stood up in the water and regarded me
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steadily, moving his head a little."
The seal is less than enthusiastic about the songs,
apparently, because he "would disappear, then suddenly
emerge/ almost in the same spot, with a sort of shrug/ as if
it were against his better judgment."

The seal, a mammal

that lives primarily in the water, becomes a link between
the speaker and the aquatic world.

That the fragile

connection breaks symbolizes religion's failure to reconcile
man with his environment.
The doom of the world is· sealed by the slant of the
earth.

Everything, with the single exception of the

"Christmas Trees," slants down into the water, which is
"indifferently swinging above the stones,/ icily free above
the stones,/ above the stones and then the world."

The sea,

at least in this poem, is pure knowledge, in which the
fish--and the seal--are able to survive, but which man finds
hostile.

The implication is, when the world is finally

submerged, fish will outlive man
more in tune with pure knowledge.

beca~se

they are somehow

They, an exploited

resource now, will ultimately triumph.

One cannot help

thinking of the last line of one of Rupert Brooke's poetic
efforts, written when he was ten and had recently
impressed by waves breaking on the seashore:

been

"One day

Poseidon grown strong will conquer" (Rogers 180).
In "At the Fishhouses," fish become symbolic of all
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nat~re ·

aspects of

that man robs for his own gain.

The link

between the mining imagery and the fish is particularly
significant.

Among other things,

the fish are silver, as

are · the flies and ·the inner surfaces of the barrels.

In

addition, the old man : smokes a Lucky Strike cigarette at one
point during their ) ·con v e·r s at ion • A1th o ugh fishing can be
regarde~ · as

a necessary activity,

different light.

such a link puts it into a

The old fisherman, who certainly must use

the fish for meat, is primarily linked to the removal of the
scales,. for which the fish must be killed.
destroying nature,
sy~bolic

Killing, or

just to remove the 'silver'

becomes

of man's entire relationship with the world.

In

the same way that fish as meat is lost sight of in the poem,
man loses sight of the food-~roducing value of the land that
he mines ·for sil ve ·r or other minerals.

This

misunderstanding of 'the true value of the earth is what
leads to man's · destruction in "At the Fishhouses."
' · Fish in· this poem are almost totally divorced from
religious ' symbolism.

The ·one reference to religion--the

passage quot~d abo~e con~erning the seal--is an aside, a
passing reference to religion's ecological ineffectiveness.
Also, the

~nimal

concerned · is a seal, not a ·fish.

For the

first ' time, the ·'fish :is a purely ecological symbol.
Although all of the preceding poems show modifications in
meanings attached

to

fish, · this is the first poem in which
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the fish i s so 1e1 Y. a part of n a tu re , . in no way conn e c t e d t o
divinity or. humanity.

This is an ecological poem.

In "The Quaker Graveyard - in Nantucket" and "At the
Fishhouses" the,_ world ends because of man's ecological
depredations • . _,In "For the Union Dead," again by Robert
Lowell, civilization ends because man gives up his ideals,
and retreats back to the level of dinosaurs and fish.
· ,.

:.-

::'·

~ses

Lowell

the past.

~he

old South Boston Aquarium to symbolize

rhe speaker recalls how, as a child, he longed

for the ~dark . and downward vegetating kingdom/ of fish and
reptile." . fts the poem . continues, he observes the "tingling
Statehouse," . the .. "shaking" Civil War monument to Colonel
.

.!

....

• .

•

•

•

Shaw and -.: his n~gro regiment, and the "yellow dinosaur
steamshovel~ :'

: that are , c~using the . tremors.

He reflects on

various exa~ples _ of failed values--the "mosler safe" as the
"Rock . of Age~~·. . and ~he "Negro schoolchildren" who st ill a re
not granted the rights that Colonel . Shaw .and his regiment
died

for~-and

realizes that he has gotten his wish for the

"dark and .. downward ·. yegetating kingdom."
monument~-symboli~ ~ of

The Civil War

· idealistic values--sits on a thin

crust of earth. ' Only a veneer hides the true primitive
state , of society. ·: With the "break," all pretense will
disappear •

. Everyone, . not just -Lowell, will know that the

Aquarium is not gone, but has expanded to include the rest
of the world • . The

fish~-symbols

.of the evolutionary past--
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have taken over.

Colonel Shaw no longer belongs; he rides
'

on a "bubble"--reminiscent of the "bubbles drift[ing] from
the noses of the cowed, compliant fish" in the vanished
aquarium--waiting for the "blessed break."

He has lost to

"giant finned cars [that] nose forward like .fish."

The

final image underlines the shift from the dominion of
idealistic man to the dominion of primitive man or--an even
deeper regression, the dominion of fish.
The speaker in "For the Union Dead" fears the impending
rule of figurative fish.

His fears are justified by a

Japanese poem that, though written thirty years before
Lowell's, picks up the thread of events where Lowell leaves
off, with the reality of fish dominion.

For Kaneko

Mitsuharu, however, the fish come with ''progress."

Indeed,

his sharks symbolize the bigoted imperialists who nibble
away at nationals' sense of personal and national dignity.
Mitsuharu's poem is divided into six sections.
one develops the central imagery of the poem:

Section

lazy sharks

basking in the ocean opposite river mouths, gorged on the
bodies that have floated downriver.

Section two is devoted

to the rise of imperialism and the debasement of the asian
population.

Section three reveals the "coke" upon which

Singapore sits--the festering resentment that will
eventually lead to a war that the nationals have no hope of
winning.

Section four broadens the application of fish
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imagery in ihe poem.

So far, it has been used as

naturalistic detail, and as · a metaphor for western
imperialists.

No~,

it is also applied to warships and

mines, by implication those of the colonizing nations.
Also, for the . fi~st' time some of the sharks' victims are
singled out--a woman and a child, as well as the speaker and
the bloated bodies floating downriver.

Section five

describes the speakers' attempts to escape, only to be
pursued by the sharks.

Section six contains the resolution

of the poem--the speaker's decision to turn and fight the
sharks, because "otherwise, they'll devour us all."

His

decision is made not on personal grounds, but because if he
does not fighi, he will not be destroyed alone.

The woman

and child's dependency on him forces his decision.

"No

matter what, I can't do anything but face up to them./
infirm.

I'm

But no room for hesitation." And so, coerced into

acknowledging his responsibility, he

"slap[~]

the flesh on

[his] chest, just to see."
In the face of his defiance, the sharks simply glare.
They are too gorged to deal with him decisively.
Frustrated, they threaten him, and then "turn their asses to
[him], by turns," in contempt.
Of course, the historical and political background of
the poem are vital for understanding its meaning.

It was,

accord in g to a note 1 n the poem , "v r i t t .en in 1 9 3 4 , when the
poet traveled in Southeast Asia" (Mitsuharu 521).

In 1934,
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of course, Japan was preparing for war with some of the
nations guiltiest of imperialist activities--Great Britain,
for one, which colonized Singapore.
tend to be anti-western.

Naturally, his feelings

Also, one cannot deny that in

colonized countries abuses of power did--and do--occur.
This poem could as easily have been written by an Indian
under the Raj, or by a South African black as by a Japanese
touring Southeast Asia.

In understanding this poem, one

must not only account for the political situation that would
lead to propagandistic statements, but also for a universal
problem, racism, which occurs everywhere.
- .

In Mitsuharu's ~oem, fish symbolize predatory man, in ·
this case westerners who have colonized the east.

In almost

every way, his use of fish imagery is identical to Lowell's
in "For the Union Dead.''

In both poems, fish dominion

occurs because of social injustice.
In "Sharks," written as it is by an eastern poet, one
would not expect to find references to God.
though, one does occur.
rod:

Surprisingly,

-The sharks are likened to Moses'

"They, like the Mosaic miracle, slit apart the waters

of the world with their backs • • • ".
encapsulates the

~estern

This simile

conviction that God blessed and

protected their expansionism.

They conquered not by

military might alone, but by Divine Right.

In the context

of · the poem, this only serves to make the nationals' plight

that much bleaker.

If God Himself sides with the sharks--

the perpetrators of social injustice--what hope have those
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who would contest the

~rong?

For Bishop, Lowell, and

Mitsuharu, . man must take responsibility--and blame--for the
state of his world.
The Return .
This

· discu~siori

would not be complete without the

inclusion of a poem that bridges the gap between religious
and secular fish symbolism that has existed since
christianity created it.

In his poem "The Goosefish,"

Howard Nemerov incorporates both the divine and sexual
aspects of fish symbolism.
thoroughly modern terms.

He does so, however, in
The poem tells of a pair of lovers

on the beach who, seeking justification for making love,
find it in the ghastly smile of a dead goosefish lying on
the beach.

At ' first the fact that the fish is "ancient and

corrupt and gray" gives them pause, but they overcome their
inhibitions and, rather jokingly, . accept his guidance.
"The Goosefish," like the fish god in "Heaven," is
"squamous, omnipotent ', and . kind."
he is also dead.

Unlike the fishes'

The lovers realize that he is dead,

use his "approval" as a sort of good-luck charm.

god,
but

Upon

reading the poem, one wonders about the sanity of the pair,

td value the blessing of a dead .thing.

The obvious

correlation with dead religion--of ten only practiced at
weddings and funeral~--brings up the question of forms and
their validity.
When .one looks at the date on

" The

.
Goosefish,

"

the
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question becomes significant.
era of nonconformism.

Ji!

The sixties began the great

The pawnbroker's daughter in

l See.!!!.

Outfit, by Peter Beagle, takes great pride in her refusal

to learn how to play mah-jongg.

When she is caught going to

a bridge party by the two heroes of the book, she reassures
them:

"I'm no conformist, don't worry about me" (58).

Though such sentiments seem foolish now, her attitude toward
conventional standards--symbolized by mah-jongg--is typical
of an era.

Wi~h

the appearance of the flower children, the

hippies, the yippies, and other non-conformist groups, the
value of obeying conventions became a subject for debate.
The fish in "The Goosefish" becomes a symbol for dead forms.
In this sense, Nemerov differs from Brooke only in the fact
that, while Brooke hints -that God is manmade, Nemerov openly _
asserts that, no matter where He came from, He is dead.

The

poem's questioning of accepted forms and traditions
epitomizes the questions of the time.
The very basis of the poem is justification for illicit
love.

In this, the most recent of all the poems discussed,

the fish is again associated with sex. This fish god, like
no divinity in any of the other poems, condones--even
blesses--extramarital sex.

He becomes a sort of fertility

symbol. The only problem is that--like every god in the
poems we have analyzed--he is dead.
"The Goosefish" unifies all facets of fish symbolism.
The fish symbolizes a fertility god, as fish did in early

mD5'RR19'mRYQJ..,......,.,.-=j•=·p
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myths.

It has become an object of derision, like Neptune.
! . '\ .,

The young couple, in the ·throes . of forbidden passion, seek
o::"'·

•

'

its approval in .parody of a marriage ceremony.
'

»

c.

~

They. betray

.I

christianity's dividedness in matters relating to sex and
religion.

The god they seek to please is dead, as God is

dead for Brooke, Lowell, Coxe, and Dehn.

The final irony of

the poem is that they never realize that they are appeasing
'·

a defunct deity.

Like the people in Bishop, Lowell, and

Mitsuharu's poems, they do not realize that they must take
.

'•

And so we come

responsibility for their own actions.

full circle, finishing with a poem that uses the two primary
pre-twentieth century meanings for fish imagery in a
.

;

thoroughly modern way.

We end as we began, with fish

representing both God and carnal man.

The rest of the

'.

poems, however, don't seem to fit as neatly into traditional
interpretation.
:~

. ..

Perhaps this is because the rights

.

traditionally given to God have aligned themselves with
other forces.

In "Heaven" man creates God, rather than God

creating man.

In "Dead Marine" life is bound by earth.

The

dead marine and, by extension, all victims, judge the
"coral-hearted leaders."
in an afterlife;

God does not mete out punishment

judgment and retribution do not follow one

another as they do in Christian philosophy.

"Lament for a

Dead Sailor" presents death not as going to God, but as a
return to a more elemental, natural life •
.;

"The Quaker Graveyard in Nantucket" and "At the
Fishhouses" explore religion's inability to curtail man's
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depredations.

"For the Union Dead" laments man's higher

nature's failure to hold more primitive, bestial natures at
bay.

"Sharks" decries the evils of protectionist society.

"The Goosefish'' calls for a re-evaluation of outmoded social
and religious forms.

Each poem in some way assumes that God

and religion have failed.

In some cases this failure is

unimportant--it is a simple matter for man to contrive a god
and theology that suits their desires.

The couple on the

beach lose little except dignity by deferring to the
decaying goosefish.

The poet eulogizing the dead sailor

actually finds more comfort in seeing the sea burial as but
a step in a cycle of life than he would in fretting over
whether his friend was "saved" or not.
In other poems, divine failure has more serious
consequences.

"Dead Marine" demonstrates how man,

unrestrained by fear of final justice, victimizes other,
weaker men.

In "At the Fishhouses" religion's failure in

curbing man's rapaciousness results in his eventual
eradication.

"Sharks" indirectly accuses God of collusion

in the colonization of Southeast Asia.

In "The Quaker

Graveyard in Nantucket" man triggers a chain of events that
ends with "death by decay" for the whole world.
What, then, can we say for certain about fish imagery?
Traditionally, it can be positive or negative, human or
divine, demonic or ecological, or all six at once.
to say the least, a slippery subject.

It is,

Perhaps a comparison
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would help to clarify things.
.'

~.

.'

'

:.

.·

..

..

-~

Taoism has, as one of its

... . .

basic principles, the concept of yin and yang.
•

;

;,

$

·.

Pictorially--and probably coincidentally--yin and yang
.

.. ,

,.

resembles two stylized fishes curled together, head to tail,
,.

.

.

one white and one black.

The white fish has a black eye,

and the black fish has a white eye.
'

attempt to show natural

integr~tion;

Yin and yang is an
it represents how

things that are apparently opposites complement--and indeed
contain--a bit of each other.

The sea, while primarily

~-

water, contains islands; the land, while primarily earth,
..
.
On a larger scale, the seas and
contains lakes and rivers.
'·
'

;

;

continents enclose and bound each other.
The same principle applies to other polar pairs:

male

and female, light and dark, good and evil, all represent two
halves of one whole, each of which contains a bit of the
other.

Modern fish symbolism seems to be the western

equivalent of yin and yang.

It frequently occurs where

paired, apparently mutually exclusive things occur:
divinity and humanity, life and death, civilization and
nature.

In each of the poems examined in this paper, the

ulitmate message is that if man can accept his
responsibility for and interrelatedness with humanity and
nature, he can survive.

To refuse to accept this is to

ultimately perish, the victim of his own attempts to divide
himself from what he sees as his opposite.
In all of the poems, without exception, man is
responsible for the world and society.

He,

not God,
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determines the course of events up to a point.

If he

refuses to choose wisely, he will destroy himself, and
possibly the world.

In a sense, he judges himself; he

chooses his own destiny.

Salvation comes not from divine

intervention, but from building mutual respect among the
diverse members of society, and between society and nature.
Poets who use fish imagery of ten end up giving the same
basic warning .: . that "we must all hang together, or we will
surely all hang separately."

Fish symbolism, in an age of

fragmentation, reaffirms that, though the world is indeed
made up of diverse parts, those parts yet form but one
whole.

APPENDIX A.
Complete Texts of Poems Analyzed
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He~ven

Rupert Brooke
Fish (fly-replete, in depth of June
Dawdling away their wat'ry noon)
Ponder deep Wisdom, dark or clear,
Each secret fishy hope or fear.
Fish say, they have their Stream and Pond:
But is there anything Beyond?
This life cannot be All, they swear,
For how unpleasant, . if it were!
One may not doubt that, somehow, good
Shall come of Water and of Mud:
And, sure, the reverent eye must see
· A Purpose in liquidity.
We darkly know, by Faith we cry,
. The future is not Wholly Dry.
Mud unto Mud!--Death eddies near
Not here the appointed End, not here!
But somewhere, beyond Space and Time,
Is wetter water, slimier slime!
And there (they trust) there swimmeth One
Who swam ere rivers were begun,
Immense, of fishy form and mind,
Squamous, omnipotent, and kind:
And under that Almighty Fin
The littlest f ·ish may enter in.
Oh! never fly conceals a hook,
Fish say, in the Eternal Brook,
But more than mundane weeds are there,
And mud, celestially fair;
Fat caterpillars drift around,
And Paradisal grubs are found;
Unfading moths, immortal flies,
And the worm that never dies.
And in that Heaven of all their wish,
There shall be no more land, say fish.
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At the Fishhouses
Elizabeth Bishop
1955
Although it is a cold evening,
down by one of the f ishhouses
an old ·man sits netting,
hi~ net, in the gloaming almost invisible
a dark purple-brown,
and his shuttle worn and polished.
The air smells so strong of codfish
i t makes one'~ nose run and one's eyes water.
The five . fishhouses have steeply peaked roofs
and narrow, cle_ated gangplanks slant .up
to s tore r o oms in the gab 1 e s
· ., .
for the wheelb~rrows to be pushed up and down on.
All is silver:
the heavy surface of the sea,
swelling 'slowly as if cons.idering spilling over,
is opaque, but the silver of the benches,
the 1 obs t e .r pots , and , ma st s , . s ca t t ere d
among the wild jagged · rocks,
is of an apparent translucence,
like the small old buildings with an emerald moss
growing 6n their shoreward walls.
The big fish tubs ar~ completely lined
and the wheelbarrows are similarly plastered
with creamy iridescent coats of mail,
wi~h small iridescent flies crawling on them.
Up on the little slope behind the houses,
set in the sparse bright sprinkle of grass,
is an ancient wooden capstan,
cracked, with two long bleached handles
and some melancholy stains, like dried blood,
where the ironwork has rusted.
The old man accepts a Lucky Strike.
He was a friend of my grandfather.
We talk of the decline in the population
and of codfish and herring
while he waits for a herring boat to come in.
There are sequins on his vest and on his thumb.
He has scraped the scales, the principal beauty,
from unnumbered fish with that black old knife,
the blade of which is almost worn away.
Down at the water's edge, at the place
where they haul up the boats, up the long ramp
descending into the water, thin silver
tree trunks are laid horizontally
across the gray stones, down and down
at intervals of four or five feet.
Cold dark deep and absolutely clear,
element bearable to no mortal,
to fish and to seals •
• One seal particularly
I hnve seen here evening After evening.
He was curious about me.
He was interested in music;
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like me a believer in total immersion,
so I used to sing him Baptist hymns.
I also sang "A Mighty Fortress Is Our God."
He stood up .in ~ the water . and regarded me
steadil~, moving his head a little.
Then he :would disappear, ~ then suddenly emerge
almost in the same spot, ·with a sort of shrug
as if it were 'against his better judgment.
Cold dark deep and absolutely · clear,
the clear gray ~ icy water . ~ . ·~• . Back~ behind us,
the dignified . tall firs begin.
Bluish, associating w~th their · shadows,
a million Christmas trees stand
waiting . for Christmas. The water seems suspended
above the rounded gray · and · blue~gray stones,
idly free ·above ;the stones, . :
above the stones . and then the world.
If you should dip your hand in,
your wrist would ache . immediately,
your bones would begin to ache and your hand would burn
as if the ···water . were ·a · transmu ta ti on of fire
that feeds on stones and burns 'With a dark gray flame.
If you tasted it, it would first taste bitter,
then briny, then ·· surely burn ' your :tongue.
It is like what we imagine knowledge to be:
dark, salt, clear, moving, utterly free,
drawn from the cold hard mouth
of the world, . derived : from the rocky breasts
forever; · flowing and drawn, and since
our knowledge : is historical, flowing, and flown.
,. ,
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The Goose Fish
Howard Nemerov

On ' the long shore, lit by the moon

To show them properly alone,
Tw~ lovers suddenly embraced
So that their shadows were as one.
The ordinary night was graced
For them by the swift tide of blood
That silently they took at flood,
And for a little time they prized
Themselves ~~paradised.
Then, as if shaken by stage-fright
Beneath the hard moon's bony light,
They stood together on the sand
Embarrassed in each other's sight
But still conspiring hand in hand,
· Until they saw, there underfoot,
As though the world had found them out,
The goose fish turning up, though dead,
His hugely grinning head.

,,

There in 'the china light he lay,
Most aricient and corrupt and gray.
They hesitated at his smile,
Wondering what it seemed to say
To lovers who a· little while ·
Before had thought to understand,
By violence upon the sand,
The only way that could be known
· To make a world their own.
It was a wide and moony grin
·Together peaceful and obscene;
They knew not what he would express,
So finished a comedian
He might mean failure or success,
But took it for an emblem of
Their sudden, new and guilty love
To be observed by, when they kissed,
· That rigid optimist.
So · he became their patriarch,
Dreadfully mild in the half-dark.
· His throat that · the sand seemed to choke,
His picket teeth, these left their mark
But. never ' did explain the joke
That so amused him lying there
While the moon went down to disappear
Along the still and tilted track
That bears the zodiac.
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The Quaker Graveyard in Nantucket
[For Warren Winslow, Dead at Sea]
Let man have dominion over the fishes of the sea and the fowl of
the air and the beasts of the whole earth,
and
every creeping
creature that moveth upon the earth.

I.
A brackish reach of shoal off Madaket-The sea was still breaking violently and night
Had steamed into our North Atlantic Fleet,
When the drowned sailor clutched the drag-net.
Light
Flashed from his matted head and marble feet,
He grappled at the net
·
With the coiled, hurdling muscles of his thighs:
The corpse was bloodless, a botch of read and whites,
Its open, staring eyes
Were lustreless dead-light
Or cabin-windows on a stranded hulk
Heavy with sand • . We weight the body, close
Its eyes and heave it seaward whence it came
Where the heel-headed dogfish barks its nose
On Ahab's void and forehead; and the name
Is blocked in yellow chalk • .
Sailors, who pitch this portent at the sea
Where dreadnaughts shall confess
Its hell-bent deity,
When you are powerless
To sand-bag this Atlantic bulwark, faced
By the earth-shaker, green, unwearied, chaste
In his steel scales: ask for no Orphean lute
To pluck : life back.
The ~uns of the steeled fleet
Recoil and then repeat
The hoarse salute.
II.
Whenever winds are moving and their breath
Heaves at the rope-in bulwarks of this pier,
The terns and sea-gulls tremble at your death
In these home waters.
Sailor, can you hear
The Pequod's sea wings, beating landward, fall
Headlong and break on our Atlantic wall
Off 'Sconset, where the yawing S-boats splash
The bellbuoy, with ballooning spinnakers,
As the entan~led, screeching mainsheet clears
The blocks:
off Madaket, where lubbers lash
The heavy surf and throw their long lead squids
For blue-fish? Sea-gulls blink their heavy liks
Seaward. The wind's wings beat upon the stones,
Cousin, and scream for you and the claws rush
At the sea's throat and wring it in the slush
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Of this old Quaker graveyard where the bones
Cry out in the long night for the hurt beast
Bobbing by Ahab's whaleboats in the east.

III.
All you recovered from Poseidon died
With you, my cousin, and the harrowed brine
Is fruitless on the blue beard of the god,
Stretching beyond us to the castles in Spain,
Nantucket's westward haven. To Cape Cod
Guns, cradled on the tide,
Blast the eelgrass about a waterclock
Of bilge and backwash, roll the salt and sand
Lashing earth's scaffold,' rock
Our warships in the hand
Of the great God, where time's contrition blues
Whatever it was these Quaker sailors lost
In the mad scramble ·of their lives. They died
When time was open-eyed,
Wooden and childish: only bones abide
There, in the nowhere, where their boats were tossed
Sky-high, where mariners had fabled news
Of IS, the whited monster. What it cost
Them is their secret. In the sperm-whale's slick
I see the Quakers drown and hear their cry:
"If -God himself had not been on our side,
When the Atlantic rose against us, why,
Then it had swallowed us up quick."

IV.
This is the end of the whaleroad and the whale
Who spewed Nantucket bones on the thrashed swell
And stirred the troubled waters to whirlpools
To send the Pequod packing off to hell:
This is the end of them, three-quarters fools,
Snatching at straws to sail
Seaward -and seaward on the turntail whale,
Spouting out blood and water as i t rolls,
Sick as a dog to these Atlantic shoals:
Clamavimus, 0 depths. L~t the sea-gulls wail
For water, for the deep where the high tide
Mutters to its hurt s~lf, mutters and ebbs.
Waves wallow in their wash, go out and out,
Leave only the death-rattle of the crabs,
The beach increasing, its enormous snout
Sucking the ocean's side.
This is the end of running on the waves;
We are poured out like water. Who will dance
The mast-lashed master of Leviathans
Up from this field of Quakers in their unstoned graves?
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v.
When the whale's viscera go and the roll
Of its corruption overruns this world
Beyond tree-swept Nantucket and Woods Hole
And Martha's Vineyard, Sailor, will your sword
Whistl~ and fall and sink into the fat?
In the great ash-pit of Jehoshaphat
The bones cry for the blood of the white whale,
The fat flukes arch and whack about its ears,
The death-lance churns into the sanctuary, tears
The gun-blue swinge, heaving like a flail,
And hacks the coiling life out:
it works and drags
And reps the sperm-whale's midriff into rags,
Gobbets of blubber spill to wind and weather,
Sailor, and gulls go round the stoven timbers
Where the morning stars sing out together
And thunder shakes the white surf and dismembers
The red flag hammered in the mast-head. Hide,
Our steel, Jonas Messias, in Thy side.

VI.

Our Lady of Walsingham
There once the penitents took off their shoes
And then walked barefoot the remaining mile'
And the small trees, a stream and hedgerows file
Slowly along the munching English lane,
Like cows to the old shrine, until you lose
Track of your dragging pain.
The stream flows down under the druid tree,
Shiloah's whirlpools gurgle and make glad
The castle of God. Sailor, you were glad
And whistled Sion by that stream. But see:
Our Lady, too small for her canopy,
Sits near the altar. There's no comeliness
At .all or charm in that expressionless
Face with its heavy eyelids. As before,
This face, for centuries a emeory,
Non est species, neque decor,
Expressionless, expresses God:
it goes
Past castled Sion. She knows what God knows,
Not Calvary's Cross nor crib at Bethlehem
Now, and the world shall come to Walsingham.

VII.
The empty winds are creaking and the oak
Splatters and splatters on the cenotaph,
The boughs are trembling and a gaff
Bobs on the untimely stroke
Of the greased wash exploding on a shoal-bell
In the old mouth of the Atlantic. It's well;
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Atlantic, you are fouled with the blue sailors,
Sea-monsters, upward angel, downward fish:
Unmarried and corroding, spare of flesh
Mart once of supercilious, wing'd clippers,
Atlantic, where your bell-trap guts its spoil
You could cut the brackish winds with a knife
Here in Nantucket, and cast up the time
When the Lord God formed man from the sea's slime
And breathed into his face the breath of life,
And blue-lung'd combers lumbered to the kill.
The Lord survives the rainbow of His will.

.

.
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For the Union Dead
Robert Lowell
The old South Boston Aquarium stands
in a Sahara of snow now.
Its broken windows are
boarded.
The bronze weathervane cod has lost half
scales.
The airy tanks are dry.

its

Once my nose crawled like a snail on the glass;
my hand tingled
to burst the bubbles
drifting from the noses of the cowed, compliant fish.
My hand draws back.
I often sigh still
for the dark downward and vegetating kingdom
of the fish and reptile.
One morning last March,
I pressed against the new barbed and galvanized
fence on the Boston Commn.
Behind their cage,
yellow _dinosaur steamshovels were grunting
as they cropped up tons of mush and grass
to gouge their unerworld garage.
Parking spaces luxuriate like civic
sandpiles in the heart of Boston.
·A girdle of orange, Puritan-pumpkin colored girders
braces the tingling Stateho~se,
shaking over the excavations, as it faces Colonel Shaw
and his bell-cheeked Negro infantry
on St. Gaudens' shaking Civil War relief,
propped by a plank splint against the garage's earthquake.
Two months after marching through Boston,
half the regiment was dead;
at the dedication,
William James could almost hear the
bronze
breathe.

Negroes

Their monument sticks like a fishbone
in the city's throat.
Its Colonel is as lean
as a compass-needle.
He has an angry wrenlike vigilance,
a greyhound's gentle tautness;
he seems to wince at pleasure,
and suffocate for privacy.
He is out of bounds now.

He rejoices in man's lovely,

peculiar power to choose life and die-when he leads his black soldiers to death,
he cannot bend his back.
On a thousand small town New England greens,
the old white church holds their air
of sparse, sincere rebellion; frayed flags
quilt : the graveyards of the Grand Army of the Republic.
The stone statues of the abstract Union Soldier
grow slimmer and younger each year-wasp-waisted, they doze over muskets
and muse through their sideburns • • •
Shaw's father wanted no monument
except the ditch,
where his son's body was thrown
and lost · with his "niggers."
The ditch is nearer.
There are no statues for the last war here;
on Boylston Street; a commercial photograph
shows Hiroshima boiling
over a Mosler Safe, the "Rock of Ages"
that survived the blast.
Space is nearer.
When I crouch to my television set,
the drained faces of Negro school-children rise like
balloons.
Colonel Shaw
is riding on his bubble,
he waits
for the blessed break.
The Aquarium is gone.
Everywhere,
giant finned cars nose foreward like fish;
a savage servility
slid~s by on grease.
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Lament For A Sailor
Paul Dehn
Here, where the night is clear as sea-water
And stones are white and the sticks are spars,
Swims on a windless, mackerel tide
The dolphin moon in a shoal of stars.
·Here, in the limbo, where moths are . spinners
And clouds like hulls drift overhead,
Move we must for our colder comfort,
I the living and you the dead.
Each on our way, my ghost, my grayling,
You to the water, the land for me;
I am the fat-knuckled, noisy diver
But you are the quietest fish in the sea.
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Dead Marine
Louis O. Coxe
Lieutenant U.S.N.R.
This is the death by water.
This is dying
Bloat and fishbelly white a thing that slips
And slobbers on the groundswell.
Denying
This to survival is the final lying
Before witnesses.
This is the end of men and ships.
To die and turn to earth, to rot in the ground,
Is strait and comely.
Slack on the tide's withdrawing
Plumped naked offal stinks along the wind
When the rolled wash shudders, facing down
Where aeons in the coral eke their slender growing •
. I lobbed my
This I have
Muster that
And make an
A burnt-out

hate in tracers at a pip-hated, sayi This I yearned dead.
all out with a discharge chit
end.
Peace is the end of it,
tracer uninimical and dud.

When do the drowned bread surface?
Nine days, ten
Before that white slob is a dead Marine?
Question the civil proctors who convene
A parchment anger.
This thing turns again
For good to sound the coral at the hearts ' of men.
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Sharks
Kaneko Mitsuharu
1

On the sea's face, sharks
lie about like logs.
The ~~arks don't move. ·
And,

positions '. yielding on their own,
side, athwartwise,
.·
or, far beyond it all, dimly,
float up like balloons;

they come to lie side by

endlessly gangly, · beyond your height,
blue as bamboo, yet muddily dark,
salty,
into it
stone-packed, jagged cans
fall weightlessly, spinning in the water.

dizzying salt water--

The sharks won't bite at you.
Because their stomachs are full.
?

In

the stomachs of these fellows, humans are so packed
. almost bulge out.
One arm with its severed part ripened and burst,
parts below the crotch they've bitten off in slow chunks,
pillowlike torsos--

they

''Don't want nothing," the sharks, eyes half-closed
are now drowsy, drowsed.
Irrelevant crosseyes, insidious, fiendish fellows.
The ·sharks ·gather outside the white breakwaters of Malacca and
Tandjung Priok.
Where ·the red turnips, the roofs of pilos' offices,
are splashed by the waves from the oil pot.
Corpses.
From where have you brought them in your mouths?
From the kampung on the water, from the mouths of the bays,
froi the rotten mouths of rivers-corpses from bubonic plague ·that float and block the stream.
Corpses from fever. Corpses of children.
Corpses with bellies like blue gourds.
Again they wait patiently for a burial at sea,
their harpoon-point snouts glued to ships' hulls.
The sea between Minicoy Island and Africa scorches, suppurates,
spouts up mists, purrs deeply, pulls about a biscuit thrown
to it, a coffin, plays with it, and smacks its lips.
Corpses.
Corpses.
Corpses. Loitering. Drifting corpses.
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Corpses kicking about like hydras. Intestines like strings.
Large heads like seashells in which water has collected.
The sharks, like cutting machines, hack them off.
The sharks, lying about,
wait for any length of time for servings of humans.
Their skins are slimy, blue-smelling,
an unpleasant odor, pungent, pierces your head.
Hauled up on deck--the sharks.
Like large ceramic bathtubs,
no heads,
no tails.
But in their familiar seas, they are as colossal as heavy guns,
and malignant, muzzles darkly, oppressively, smoldering.
They, like the Mosaic miracle, slit apart the waters of the world
with their backs, take a chunk out of the beach as with
-Death's scythe, emerge majestically, and disappear swiftly.
The shark.
He's a steel blade.
He's the danger of a steel blade. Just sharpened.
A blade's glittering, fine, irritations.
The · shark.
He has no heart, he's the brutal one who rides this world.
2.

Searching for Christians and spices we have reached this place.
These words of Vasco da Gama as he landed in India
are as good as:
--Searching for slaves and plunder we have reached this place.
Jan Pieterszoon Coen built gun bases in Batavia, ·
Sir Stanford Raffles grasped the gate of Singapore · and set up
a strong-hold to twist the arms of Siam, Japan, and China.
The fleets of these fellows, grown thick and fat like agaves,
with white powder all over them,
remain quietly open.
Are warships only kebon simply to make grand spectacles?
Do you say they are defenses for peace?
Are they merely trying to maintain their dignity in solemn
fashion?
No,

no,

no,

it's

just that for the moment their stomachs

are

full.
Their

stomachs are stuffed with indigestible corpses of human
beings,
but impudently enough, they turn their stomachs and signal me,
winking a narrow eye.

The sea water is pretty, and bitter.

Stings the eye.
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Washed, bleached; .it smarts.
In this water, shadowlike water spiders.
Coral fragments.
Old guns rusted cinnabar~red.
And the sharks leisurely stretch their large bodies, white as
rich Westerners', in this pool.
Cheeks fragrant as grass, as after shaving.
In the water that stretches and shrinks like a magic mirror,
these sharks.
Embarrassing but .naked.
Yes. Floating on this prickly salt water,
even the fleets, in the water's reflections and swayings,
all feel ticklish in their bellybuttorts.
Through such waves, dizzy,
I'm reeling, holding a black umbrella overhead.
Five years, seven years, soon ten years,
pitiful, fingers bitten off one by one, this part and that part
of my body lost, now reduced almost to half,
I am sometimes hurried .forward, sometimes left behind, by
mysterious currents.
Under the equator, · in Sumatra Strait.
People jeer at my lameness, and even for that I depend on them.
What a miserable game. Silly endless circling.
St il 1 , my ·· intestines , rinsed too much in sea water , are too
__ c 1 ea n , and h u r t •
As if wrung, blood oozes.
When those fellows slid by me,
my guts floated up, a puffball, and I lifted my hat a little and
greeted in Charlie's style.
but a passing shark's nose nudged me
and turned my direction a little--that was all.
Why don't they eat me?
Does my heart have poison in it?
Does my flesh taste bad? Is it rotten?
They start eating me all right,
these days,
but as soon as they
do, they spit me out.
They do it, just for the fun of it.
Their stomachs are overloaded. They do it to lessen their loads.
They can't possibly have the sensitivity, anything fine like
that, of choosing their food.
3

Singapore sits on top
of coke that's just begun to kindle.
Cracked burnt stones, cockspur coconut palms. Hindu kering.
Malaysians.
Baba
Nangking.
Ghastly odors of their
scorching bodies, these human beings.
Sutra flower blue sky.

\

so
Tongkang.
Spitting betel blood-red bedazzlement.
The sharks' nozzles are beginning to suppurate in the Lysol.
Their eyes are scarlet, puffy, swollen.
On white mosquito nets,
on plastered walls,
pale rose geckos dart~
Sweaty, twitching bodies with fast-beating hearts--they wear
bracelets of pure ·gold on them.
A Cantonese girl pushing a makeup ball on her hairless skin.
Siamese women decorated like phoenix-palanquins.
Singapore durians:
their bodies are hot, lethargic, and empty, as they lie about
twining around "bamboo-ladies."
Looking in through the brothels' square bars,
men hurl the worst insults at them.
Turned into maggots of coal, coolies squirm.
Iron roasts.
Water sizzles.
Thirsty.
Furious. Totally blackened, they carry cement.
Boil
tar.
In the kaki rumah of the bleak town, they raise feeble
whimpers after the Har! Raya Puasa.
They're naked, constructing a battery they'll turn against themselves.
The sharks have chomped arms
off them.
And leisurely turn around them,
mimicking the seven trips around _the holy place in Mecca,
making fun of them.
The sharks, like autos, are disgustingly shiny,
and gradually grow in the stinging water.
The nickel-colored water of the Strait of Malacca.
To the breakwaters where the water slides on the boulders just
as you might unfurl curled plantain leaves,
the sharks roll their bodies close.
Shadowless fish
and glass shrimp.
Yes.

A man's blood or a woman's blood, in the sea water, is only
a drop of port wine.
Sucking on my lips that have lost blood,
this is a woman.
Just the same, hers is a bloodless tongue.
--Damn.
No one has anything like blood.
The water with a hangover, painful, is washing the wound
of Singapore, smarting.

- - - - - - ·-. -· -·
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Where has he drifted
from? . this capricious, facetious fellow.
.
'.
Emden-. ...
. .
no, more like a ·bum. Or,
,,
a f 1 oat in g mine •.. .
.
In the narrows flickering like numberless fireflies and covered
' with . small ;wrinkles, he's reeling, from Tna d jung Bunga to
. the . Strait of . .Malacc_a.
.
By a difference .of one or two millimeters, the sharks' snouts
touch this explosive as thei pass by.
They know; ..
.
.
proud ·they've cheated him,
they're sneering wit~ eyes like needl~s.
~

But th.is shark had part of his face sliced off slantwise.
He had the face of Governor-General Clifford,
and looked like ·Hitler, . too.
His haughty.,, insolent, spacious, coarse,
totally unreceptive,
..
cruel, . blue whetstone-like profile--the profile
says,
· . .untroubled: , .
--You are no loyal· citizen. You're no believer, either. You're
a drifter. A beggar. A phony. You're someone at the end
of the . line • .
.·
·, '

.

A woman and a ~ child with me,
I can't make .an_y retort • .
The woman's ~ legs get torn off, the ~hild's small ass gets nibbled
, .. off. ..
.
Threads of white flesh sway in the water.
.<

.

'

.

I sh~t my eyes ~ight and threw . myseli at them.
They ' re a .wa 11 • . . ~ .bar r i cad e ca 11 e d '' s o c i et y " t ha t doesn't accede
to anything. ··. , . ·
And, . over the sea, it's rain.
On ·the waves, small patterns; a lonesome promenade.
~siting for . a sec~nd '. ~loating ~in~,
I was swaying in the ~aves, as I drifted to some place.
,.

·. r

,·

~·

I'~
.
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now lost , outside Telukbetung Port of Sunda, under the
equator, . in · Macassar Ba~, in the narrows of Bintan and Batam
of the Riau Archipelago, in the water with blue moss-rust
floating ~ on it, in the dark water, _through the dark seaweed
forest. ,, . : .
'
A river thrust iike , a kris . into the throat · of
a ungle.
Black
Death.
. ..
Pahang, Batang Hari, . Perak Rivers soak nipah palms, push muddy
water . into the sea, ~
r
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and sago palms, fallen low, smolder darkly.
In amber pools ~he ~olor of a plant~in leaf,
mosquitoes are clamorously singing.
Customs. That's pera Anson. Kuala Kubu. Palembang Port.
Rubber rots, crumbles, and turns into a stream of tar.
People can't eat it, can't stuff it into their kayu and suck it
in place ~f candu.
The haaj caps, · eyes looking enfeebled,
squat quietly the whole length of the jetty.
As I pass by, watching one port after another,
the sun scorches my head floating on the water after deaths,
filth, floods.
Latrines on the water, pickets-leeches and snakes with fins flap on them.
A blue heron atop a pohon sengon.
On the reddisbrown full water a bleak landscape shows as much as
a sash,. sitting on top of the water, looking as if about to
be overw~elmed by it.
Water surface garish as a reflector.
hose sharks.
Here, too, they follow me.
Their bellies white as a chip of a cup
pass b~fore me in the yellow muddy water.
Their seven cutting edges in a row.
Sharks--they're as persistent as a dog.
Sharks. Weep or laugh--it's no use.
No good to threaten them either.
They iun me down till I'm against the wall.
I'm now staggering about in the coral-reef zone off Karimun
Lombok at latitude 8 south and longitude 115 east~
Scarlet tortoise-shell dyed in menstruation,
and coral stars like mantles.
Among the waves fine a peacocks
I was drunk.
·
Acting
if I'd downed too much good peppermint. But that
was terrible methyl.
The salt water is bitter. A single butterfly.
A Borneo ship
is being kneaded.

as

From Bostiro Timor Island to New Guinea
the sea is utterly, like a virgin forest, deep.
I am lonely as if I entered a wealthy man's salon.
The sea deceives me, deranges me, confuses me.
But I know.
Will you stop kidding me.
That which floats up to
. t~e surf~ce, in the sea,
palely white.
An abyss. What it
is, is the shark.
rhe shark softly checks up on my body
wi.th h_is narrow, lozenge-shaped nostrils.
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They say all at once:
Friendship. Peace. Love of society.
They then form a column~
It's law.
values.
Shit, again, with that, we fall apart.

Ah.

Public

opinion.

Human

6
Only, child's soul turning in

Me.
Corpse of a corpse.
rebel's will. Body.
A dream that detests normality. Betrayal to coupling, wandering
that turns against intimacy.
I wouldn't be cured of my
anger even if I destroyed this great earth of hurt feelings
seven times with a sledgehammer.
Feigning an air of composure, detached from the world that hates
me, blames me, laughs at me, and considers me its enemy,
I play on the tottering surface of the sea
and splash over myself the sour water of the rambutan.
Over a view wasted and gone rusty, water without hope, red-hot
hardship.
Among spit, piss, and watermelon rinds, from east to south, from
south to southwest, me, having grown thoroughly sick and
tired of roaming,
ah. Why do I, I, go on roaming?
The woman twines around my arm.
The child clings to my neck.
No matter what, I can't do anything but face up to them.
I'm infirm. But no room for hesitation. No technique of
cheating them, no means of playing the coquette for them.
Robbed of everything I had, body torn into shreds, just cocking
my head,
I slapped the flesh on my chest, just to see.
Sharks.
Sharks, however, wouldn't move.
With eyes narrow as a topeng's, they're glaring at us, wall-eyed
fashion.
You'll be our food sooner or later--that seems to be what they're
saying,
but now they're so stuffed they'd have to make an
effort just to move their bodies.
In their stomachs, arms and legs of human beings lie about,
undigested.
The sharks turn their asses to me, by turns.
On their bodies blue rust forms in places.
Like torn tin-plate funnels,
with dents and warps,
some even have blunt dots here and there,
bullet holes.
And smell offensively of new paint.
Sharks.
Sharks.
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Sharks.
Let's curse them. Let's destroy them.
Otherwise, they'll devour us all.

APPENDIX B.
Letter From Captain Winters
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Jn _th<'
pn:•s:.;.in1~

earthly

~·o~·d:.>

l>u:.drw~;:.;

o:·

pur.·t!;,

<::w1~ht

1;p jn the w.ir:d:; oI'

:.;ister':~

and n.inP own", so will re>ply
a~harr.edly l>r-.icfly to your q•Je:;tion5 hPn.• in one piece; this is po:>s~ble
becau:.;e ~11 of the poem:.; are cut frorr. tht> ::;:tr.;e cloth and :.;ay each in it:;
profound way, the :;ar.ie. Ttray arc horril>ly bea1Jt~ful. and their beauty tC':.i:·.;
at one who has been through t hC'r:'C c.xpcr i cncc::; and by the f 1 i p of a coin zt; ; vive s. To be truthful, Sherry, l could not dwell lone on these viP,nettes
of co~bat and live on with any decree of happiness. So J hesitate to
encourabe you to send them to the ~en in my old squadron, whom I have almo~t
come to consider "my boys". Let the young.like you, dream on these sad thi·~
for Y£!! can and will recover rapidly, and have much joy and happiness ahead.
God bless you, and 1 hope you understand what I have tried to say, and 1
somehow feel sure that you will.
Sincerely,
uf

thy

··1 :1m

p.s. My old Annapolis roorr~~te and best friend, Bob Jackson, loves good
poetry. He is a retired admiral arid lives Q'-lietly in Florida, where ~ v~si-:
him every February. He flew off carriers during the war as I did. If you
write him and send him the poems, he will probably give you a much r.iore
usable answer than I have. and he would spend the time on them they deser>e.
"' Radm. R.W. Jackson, po box 506,Lake Mary FL. )2746 .
And, Sherry. I could not ~ail this letter to~ without adding the
ultimate "bottom line". Were it not for the noble sacrifices of the
relatively few who inspired those poc~s in thP. hc3rts of the poets.
~j_Q ,_ooo;.d:if us West
of the Y.iss i ppi would have learned to speak Japanese ·
and 1.~P. OOOj~ us East of th'6t river would have learned German; and,
last but not least. were it not for our thermo-nukes, our armed forces,
and our much rr.al ir,ned :1rrr.s rr.anufacturers, we would all be learnint;
Russian 3S rapidly as possihlc .... and acceptinP. the slavery th3t
inevitably accorr.panies So\'iet stewardship.A few died for us millions.
I

,• .

.'

APPENDIX C.
Sources For Further Study
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For
those interested
further. see the following:

in

pursuing

Poets:
Armour, Richard
"Fish Story"
Arnold, Matthew
"The Forsaken Merman"
Auden. W. H.
"Fish in the Unruffled Lakes"
Bishop, Elizabeth
.
"At the Fishhouses"
"The Fish"
Bishop, John Peale
"Colloquy with a King-Crab"
Creekmore, Hubert
"Concert at Sea"
Dickey, James
"The Lifeguard"
Dickenson, Emily
"A Bird Came Down the Walk"
Hopkins, Gerard Manley
" Pi e d Be au t y ''
Hunt, Leigh
"The Fish, the Man, and the Spirit"
Johnson, Robert
''Dead Shrimp Blues"
Jonson, Ben ·
"Epitaph
on S[alomon].
P[avy].
E[lizabeth's] Chappel"
Little, Geraldine C.
"Illuminations: Fish"
Lowell, Robert
"The Drunken Fisherman"
"For the Union Dead"
"The Quaker Graveyard in Nantucket"
Melville, Herman
"The Maldive Shark"
Moore, Marianne
"The Fish"
"The Whale"
Hoss. Howard
"Around the Fish: After Paul Klee"
Reps, Paul
"Fish are Mothers"
"Fish Moves"
"Fish Music"
"Fish No Like Dish"
"Fish Oracle"
Smith, Dave
"The Fish on the Wall"
"Fish Song at One, Two, Three"

fish

A

symbolism

Child

of
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"Tokens From the Fisherman"
Whitman, Walt
"The World Below the Brine"
Williams, William Carlos
"The Cod Head"
"Fish"
. "Romance Moderne"
"The Sea-Elephant"
"Sea-Trout and Butterfish"
"This Florida: 1924"

Prose Authors:
Carroll, Lewis.
Alice in Wonderland
Collodi, Carlo
Pinocchio
Wodehouse, Pelham Grenville
Right .!!£..i.. Jeeves
Thank You, Jeeves
Jeeves and the Tie that Binds
The Code of the Woosters
-- - - Spirit
Jeeves and
the-Feudal
The Mating Season
Carry On, Jeeves
Inimitible Jeeves
-The
Jeeves in the Morning
How Right You Are, Jeeves
Stiff Upper Lip, Jeeves

-

-----

Motion Pictures:
The Amazing Mr. Limpet
Jaws .L. .!.L. I I I
Monty Python-rs-"The Meaning of Life"
Splash
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